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I.

échéances

de

Octobre 2016

Éditorial

Outre les ateliers et réunions techniques déjà identifiés d’intérêts (lors des réunions de coordination
menées par le Service du Gouverneur) pour les industriels français, on pourra noter les événements
suivants qui seront organisés par le Secrétariat de l’AIEA, à Vienne, au cours du mois de octobre 2016:
 La réunion technique « Technical Workshop on Remediation of Radioactive 100
 Contamination in Agriculture » (DX-TM-53560), du 17 au 18 octobre ;
 La reunion technique “Technical Meeting to Exchange Experience on Recent Events in Nuclear
Power Plants “ (J8-TM-53484), du 17 au 19 octobre ;
 La rencontre “First Research Coordination Meeting on Support for Research A9-RC-52078 and
Development Activities on Structural Materials for Nuclear Applications” (A9-RC-52078), du 17 au
21 octobre ;
 La rencontre “International Meeting on Nuclear Security Information Exchange and Coordination”
(J0-TR-53020), du 17 au 21 octobre ;
 la rencontre « INPRO Dialogue Forum on Legal and Institutional Issues in the Global Deployment of
Small Modular Reactors” (I4-TM-52258)
 La reunion technique “Technical Meeting on Workforce Planning and Human Resource Modelling
for Countries with Expanding or New Nuclear Power Programmes” (I5-TM-54305),
 Réunion de l’INSAG “Meeting of the International Nuclear Safety Group” (J5-TM-52260), du 24 au
25 octobre ;
 La rencontre “TSO Tenth Meeting of the Steering Committee of the Technical and Scientific Support
Organization Forum” (J5-TM-53788)
 La rencontre “First Meeting to Discuss Feedback from Contracting Parties to Improve the Review
Process for the Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of
Radioactive Waste Management” (J9-CO-53690), du 27 au 28 octobre ;
 La réunion technique “Technical Meeting on the Status of Molten Salt Reactor Technology”, (I3-TM52244 ), du 31 octobre au 3 novembre ;
 La reunion technique “Third Research Coordination Meeting on Financing Nuclear Investments”
(I11008-CR-3), du 31 octobre au 3 novembre.
On pourra déjà retenir que le mois de novembre sera marqué également par la 3e Conférence
Internationale sur la gestion de la connaissance nucléaire « International Conference on Knowledge
Management », qui se tiendra à partir du 4 novembre 2016.
Rappels sur la lettre mensuelle d’informations : Cette lettre comporte des tableaux compilant (i) des conférences internationales et des réunions
techniques organisées par l’AIEA et potentiellement d’intérêt pour les industriels français (autres que celles déjà identifiées lors des réunions de
coordination menées par le Service du Gouverneur : CEA-DRI), (ii) les besoins de l’AIEA en experts mis gratuitement à sa disposition par les Etats
membres (salaires et charges pris en charge par l’employeur), (iii) des appels d’offres commerciaux lancés par l’AIEA dans le cadre de l’United
Nations Global Marketplace et (iv) des postes vacants stratégiques.
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Conférences internationales de l’AIEA

Conférence

Objectif

Date

Lieu

Responsable AIEA

Conférence

Objectif

Date

Lieu

Responsable AIEA

International Conference on
Integrated Medical Imaging in
Cardiovascular Diseases
(IMIC 2016)

Medical imaging, including molecular nuclear medicine, is extremely important in
that it offers strategic advantages in both diagnostic and therapeutic decisionmaking. It provides invaluable inputs for different stages of CVD management,
including diagnosis, staging, treatment, prognosis and follow-up. Medical imaging
includes techniques such as single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT),
positron emission tomography (PET), echocardiography, computed tomography (CT)
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). These techniques represent very useful tools
to understand the pathology of individual patients in detail and can therefore serve
to facilitate specifically tailored clinical management. Each imaging modality has its
advantages and limitations which need to be understood properly by health care
professionals dealing with CVDs. Given their high usefulness, integrating these
techniques into the health care systems of Member States can provide an invaluable
contribution to improving CVD management. Many Member States are already
actively using, have recently implemented or are planning to acquire the relevant
medical imaging techniques.
Capacity building is at the core of IAEA activities, with the ultimate goal in the area of
human health being to strengthen the human and technical expertise of Member
States to address health challenges in a sustainable and self-resilient manner. The
IAEA has been applying many approaches for capacity building in Member States to
allow them to optimally utilize medical imaging technologies. These approaches
include training courses, fellowships, expert missions and conferences, to name a
few.

10 - 14
October
2016

Vienna,
Austria

Ms Diana Paez
Nuclear Medicine and Diagnostic
Imaging Section
Division of Human Health
Department of Nuclear Sciences and
Applications
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21670
Email: D.Paez@iaea.org
Mr Ravi Kashyap
Nuclear Medicine and Diagnostic
Imaging Section
Division of Human Health
Department of Nuclear Sciences and
Applications
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21676
Email: R.Kashyap@iaea.org
Mr Joao Alberto Osso Junior
Radioisotope Products and Radiation
Technology Section
Division of Physical and Chemical
Sciences
Department of Nuclear Sciences and
Applications
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21748
Email: J.A.Osso-Junior@iaea.org
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Date
limite
d’enregistrement
Date
limite
d’enregistrement
Submission of Form
B and abstract: 31
March 2016
Submission of Form
C: 31 March 2016
Notification of
acceptance of
abstracts: mid-May
2016
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26th IAEA Fusion Energy
Conference

Third International
Conference on Nuclear
Knowledge Management –
Challenges and Approaches

Conference
ID: 50805 (CN-241)
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With a number of next-step fusion devices currently being implemented — such as
the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) in Cadarache, France,
and the National Ignition Facility (NIF) in Livermore, United States of America — and
in view of the concomitant need to demonstrate the technological feasibility of
fusion power plants as well as the economic viability of this method of energy
production, the fusion community is now facing new challenges. The way these
challenges are addressed will dictate research orientations in the present and
coming decades.
The scientific scope of FEC 2016 is, therefore, intended to reflect the priorities of this
new era in fusion energy research. The conference aims to serve as a platform for
sharing the results of research and development efforts in both national and
international fusion experiments that have been shaped by these new priorities, and
to thereby help in pinpointing worldwide advances in fusion theory, experiments,
technology, engineering, safety and socio-economics. Furthermore, the conference
will also set these results against the backdrop of the requirements for a net energy
producing fusion device and a fusion power plant in general, and will thus help in
defining the way forward.

17–22
October
2016

Through the presentation and discussion of issues and solutions related to building,
collecting, transferring, sharing, maintaining, preserving and utilizing knowledge, the
conference will aim to improve awareness of the importance of knowledge
management (KM) in the nuclear sector. Member States will have the opportunity to
strengthen their capabilities in this area by learning from the experiences of other
Member States and other stakeholders.
This conference is a follow-up to the first and second international conferences
organized by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on nuclear knowledge
management, held in 2004 in Saclay, France, and in 2007 in Vienna, Austria,
respectively. It also builds on the outcomes of the IAEA-organized international
conferences on human resource development held in 2010 in Abu Dhabi, United
Arab Emirates, and in 2014 in Vienna, Austria
The conference will consist of both plenary and parallel sessions, blending high-level,
keynote sessions (which will address strategic and cross-cutting aspects of KM) with
more practical sessions (which will include experience sharing through case studies
of practices in, and approaches to, KM systems and techniques). The event will
feature exhibitions, forums and panels, as well as tutorials and workshops. Computer
and display technology will be deployed to support interactive poster sessions and
communication platforms. Access to, and dissemination of, conference materials will
be facilitated through a conference web page. Hospitality events and evening social
events are also planned for participants and their partners.
The scope of the conference will be articulated through thematic tracks, exploring
both cross-cutting aspects of nuclear KM and elements that are more prominent in,
and specific to, distinct applications of nuclear power and technology. The planned
thematic tracks are described below in terms of pertinent topics and interested
stakeholders.

7–11
November
2016

Kyoto
JAPAN

Mr Ralf Kaiser
Division of Physical and Chemical
Sciences
Department of Nuclear Sciences and
Applications
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21756
Ms Sehila M. González de Vicente
Division of Physical and Chemical
Sciences
Department of Nuclear Sciences and
Applications
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21753

Vienna,
Austria

Scientific Secretaries:
Mr John de Grosbois
Nuclear Knowledge Management
Section
Department of Nuclear Energy
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22883
Email: NKM-Conference@iaea.org
Ms Maria Elena Urso
Nuclear Knowledge Management
Section
Department of Nuclear Energy
Tel.: +43 1 2600 26579
Email: NKM-Conference@iaea.org
Administration and organization:
Ms Karen Morrison
Conference Services Section
Division
of
Conference
and
Document Services
Department of Management
IAEA-CN-241
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21317
Email: K.Morrison@iaea.org
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14 February and 13
March 2016.
Participation Form
(Form A)
Form for Submission
of a Paper (Form B)
These forms must be
received by the IAEA
no later than 1 April
2016.

Submission of Form B
and papers:
28 February 2016
Submission of Form
C:
28 February 2016
Notification of
acceptance of
papers:
Mid-May 2016
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International Conference on
the Safety of Radioactive
Waste Management

Conference ID: 50807 (CN242)

- Over the past decades many countries have made significant progress in the
development and implementation of comprehensive radioactive waste and spent
fuel management strategies. Some countries have taken concrete steps towards
implementation of safe geological disposal of high level radioactive waste and spent
fuel, whilst many other countries are still in an early planning phase. In addition, a
number of Member States of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) are
actively planning to introduce nuclear energy and thus need to develop appropriate
competencies to establish, in a timely manner, programmes for the safe and
responsible management of radioactive waste and spent fuel.
The purpose of the conference is to highlight the importance of an integrated long
term approach towards the management of radioactive waste and spent fuel, to
foster information exchange between Member States, and to provide inputs that will
promote further harmonization of safety in the fields of predisposal management
and disposal of radioactive waste. The conference will serve as a forum for discussing
past experiences and future challenges. Furthermore, it will seek to identify Member
States’ needs in order to assist them — through specific activities under future IAEA
programmes in this area — to develop and implement safe solutions for the
management of their entire radioactive waste inventory
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21-25
November
2016

À
définir

- Scientific Secretaries of the
conference:
Mr Gerard Bruno
Division of Radiation, Transport and
Waste Safety
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21469
Fax: +43 1 26007
Email: G.Bruno@iaea.org

Mr Stefan Mayer
Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and
Waste Technology
Department of Nuclear Energy
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22672
Fax: +43 1 26007
Email: S.Mayer@iaea.org
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Submission of Form B
and papers :
15 April 2016
Notification of
acceptance of
papers:
20 June 2016
Submission of
accepted full paper
(4 pages max.): 15
September 2016
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Conférence
International Conference on
Nuclear Security:
Commitments and Actions

Conference
ID: 50809 (CN-244
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Objectif

Date

Lieu

Responsable AIEA

Date
limite
d’enregistrement

Following the successful International Conference on Nuclear Security: Enhancing
Global Efforts held in Vienna, Austria, in July 2013, the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) is organizing a second conference in this area — the
International Conference on Nuclear Security: Commitments and Actions — at its
Headquarters in Vienna, Austria, from 5 to 9 December 2016. The 2013
conference attracted more than 1300 registered participants from 125 Member
States, 34 of which were represented at ministerial level, and 21
intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations. The 2016 conference is
expected to engender an even greater level of interest.
The conference is being convened to discuss the national and international
community’s experiences and achievements to date in strengthening nuclear
security; to enhance understanding of current approaches to nuclear security
worldwide; to identify trends; and to provide an inclusive forum at which
ministers, policymakers, senior officials and nuclear security experts can formulate
and exchange views on future directions and priorities for nuclear security and
how these may evolve.
The conference will be the ideal forum to:
•
Raise awareness of nuclear security;
•
Review the current status of nuclear security efforts and existing
approaches, emerging trends and areas that may still need to be addressed;
•
Consider the medium and long term objectives and priorities for nuclear
security and how current approaches may evolve to address these and to meet
future challenges;
•
Promote universalization of the key international legal instruments for
nuclear security;
•
Promote international nuclear security guidance and its use by States;
•
Review technological developments in nuclear security;
•
Promote sharing of information and good practices in nuclear security,
with due regard to the protection of sensitive information;
•
Promote stronger nuclear security culture;
•
Support capacity building to help sustain national nuclear security
regimes;
•
Encourage diverse participation in such conferences, including increased
representation of women, early career professionals and individuals from
developing countries; and
•
Reaffirm and support the central role of the IAEA in strengthening the
nuclear security framework globally and leading the coordination of international
activities in the field of nuclear security, whilst avoiding duplication and overlap.

5-9
December
2016

Vienna,
Austria

Mr Khammar Mrabit
Director
Division of Nuclear Security
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 26630

Electronic submission
of synopsis, including
submission of Forms
A and B, through
official channels:
13 May 2016

Ms Rhonda Evans
Senior Nuclear Security Officer
Office of the Director
Division of Nuclear Security
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21837
Email address of the Scientific
Secretariat:
NuclearSecurity2016@iaea.org

Fin des Conférences pour l’année 2016
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Submission of Grant
Application Form
(Form C) and
Participation Form
(Form A) through
official channels:
13 May 2016
Notification of
acceptance of paper:
29 July 2016
Electronic submission
of full paper (10
pages max.):
31 October 2016
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International Conference on
Applications of Radiation
Science and Technology
(ICARST-2017)

Conference
ID: 50814 (CN-249)

The first IAEA International Conference on Applications of Radiation Science and
Technology (ICARST-2017) will provide a unique opportunity to achieve the
following specific objectives:
To review:
o
key developments in the applications of radiation science and
technology as well as the ‘state of the science’ in this field;
o
national, regional and global initiatives for implementing proven
industrial applications that lead to socio-economic benefits and strengthen
capacity building in Member States; and
•
To serve as a composite platform through which industry and academia
can foster new initiatives for ensuring the success of radiation technologies in
meeting the emerging challenges in various areas.
The scope of the conference is meant to cover, but is not limited to, the following
topical areas:
•
Recent advances in radiation chemical sciences
•
Current radiation technology trends
•
Setting up of new radiation facilities
•
Production and transportation of cobalt-60
•
New generation electron beam accelerators and X-ray sources
•
Radiation sterilization
•
Radiation modification of polymeric materials
•
Radiation chemistry in the synthesis and design of nanomaterials
•
Development of advanced materials using radiation technology
•
Surface curing using radiation technologies
•
Radiation treatment of gaseous pollutants, industrial wastewaters,
municipal wastewater, sludge and emerging organic pollutants
•
Use of radiation technology for cultural heritage imaging and
preservation
•
Radiation chemical aspects related to water coolant systems in nuclear
reactors, fuel reprocessing and nuclear waste management
•
Operational experience from radiation facility operations
•
Radiation dosimetry
•
Implementing quality management practices for the control of radiation
processes
•
New generation safety and control features in radiation facilities
•
Applications of tracers and radiotracers for studying industrial and
environmental processes
•
Thin layer activation method for wear measurement
•
Nucleonic control and measurement systems
•
Radiation detection techniques and equipment
•
Computational fluid dynamics and numerical modelling of residence
time distribution
•
Radiation based imaging technologies
•
Economic aspects of radiation technologies vis-à-vis conventional
technologies
•
Educational tools and methods for human resource development in this
field
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24–28
April 2017

Vienna,
Austria

Scientific Secretary:
Mr João Alberto Osso Júnior
Division of Physical and Chemical
Sciences
Department of Nuclear Sciences
and Applications
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21748
Email: icarst2017@iaea.org

Administration and organization:
Ms Julie Zellinger
Conference Services Section
Division
of
Conference
and
Document Services
Department of Management
IAEA-CN-249
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21321
Email: J.Zellinger@iaea.org
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Submission of
abstract (including
Forms A and B)
30 June 2016
Submission of grant
application (Forms A
and C)
30 June 2016
Notification of
acceptance of
abstract
end of July 2016
Submission of full
papers
end of October 2016
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Third FAO–IAEA International
Conference on Area-wide
Management of Insect Pests:
Integrating the Sterile Insect
and Related Nuclear and
Other Techniques

The purpose of the conference is to familiarize participants with new
developments, trends and challenges related to insect pest management, both in
the fields of agriculture and public health, and to foster a broad exchange of
information between sanitary and phytosanitary regulatory authorities,
operational AW-IPM programme managers, scientists, human, animal and plant
protection specialists, pest management experts, public health practitioners,
medical personnel and epidemiologists, as well as the private sector.
The scope of the conference is meant to cover, but is not limited to, the following
topical areas:
•
Operational AW-IPM programmes
•
Economic impact and regulatory issues
•
Mosquitoes and human health
•
Animal health
•
Climate change, global trade and invasive species
•
Tools for integrated programmes, geographic information systems and
new developments
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22–26
May 2017

Vienna,
Austria

Scientific Secretaries:
Mr Marc Vreysen
Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Nuclear
Techniques in Food and Agriculture
Department of Nuclear Sciences
and Applications
International Atomic Energy Agency
Tel.: +43 1 2600 28404
Email: AWConf2017@iaea.org
Mr Rui Cardoso Pereira
Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Nuclear
Techniques in Food and Agriculture
Department of Nuclear Sciences
and Applications
International Atomic Energy Agency
Tel.: +43 1 2600 26077
Email: AWConf2017@iaea.org

Conference
ID: 50813 (CN-248)
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Submission of
abstract (including
Forms A and B)
31 October 2016
Submission of grant
application (Forms A
and C)
31 October 2016
Notification of
acceptance of
abstract
end of December
2016
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International Conference on
the IAEA Technical
Cooperation Programme:
Sixty Years and Beyond –
Contributing to Development

The conference will have the following objectives:
•
To highlight the achievements of the TC programme in supporting
Member States over the last six decades in meeting their developmental priorities
through the peaceful application of nuclear science and technology.
•
To raise awareness of the TC programme’s role in, and contributions to,
the achievement of the SDGs.
•
To strengthen partnerships with Member States, UN system and
regional organizations, financial institutions and non-traditional donors and the
private sector, for enhancing TC programme delivery.
•
To explore innovative approaches to further improve, strengthen and
ensure the impact and sustainability of the TC programme.
The expected outcomes of the conference are:
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30 May –
1 June
2017

Vienna,
Austria

Administration and Coordination:
Ms Ana C. Raffo-Caiado
Director
Division of Programme Support and
Coordination
Department
of
Technical
Cooperation
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22500
Email: Atoms4Dev2017@iaea.org

•
Increased awareness of the contribution made by the IAEA’s TC
programme to socio-economic development in Member States over the last six
decades.
•
Improved understanding of how the TC programme can support
Member States in addressing the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
•
Enhanced partnerships for future activities under the TC programme.
•
A common vision on innovative means and approaches to ensure a
strengthened and sustainable TC programme.

Conference
ID: 52858 (CN-257)
International Conference on
Topical Issues in Nuclear
Installation Safety: Safety
Demonstration of Advanced
Water Cooled Nuclear Power
Plants

Safety assessment of advanced reactor designs
- Use of advanced models, codes and standards; their verification and validation
- Assessment of innovative design safety features, e.g. passive systems, in-vessel
melt retention and ex-vessel corium cooling
- Safety assessment of small and medium sized or modular reactors
- Complementary and adequate use of deterministic and probabilistic safety
analysis of plant design and operational states
Design safety principles
- Design extension conditions (DEC) without significant fuel degradation and with
core melting
- Practical elimination of early or large releases
- Margins regarding external hazards more severe than those selected for the
design basis and avoidance of cliff edge effects
- Assessment of defence in depth, reliability of the provisions for each level and
independence between different levels
Licensing of advanced reactor designs
- Meeting the objectives of the Vienna Declaration on Nuclear Safety
- Harmonization of approaches and methods applied, as well as of safety and
licensing requirements

Programme:
Ms Najat Mokhtar
Director
Division for Asia and the Pacific
Department
of
Technical
Cooperation
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22421
Email: Atoms4Dev2017@iaea.org

6–9 June
2017

Vienna,
Austria

Registration, grant applications and
administrative matters:
Ms Martina Khaelss
Conference Services Section
Division
of
Conference
and
Document Services
Department of Management
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21315
Email: M.Khaelss@iaea.org
Scientific Secretariat:
Ms Cornelia Spitzer
Safety Assessment Section
Division of Nuclear Installation
Safety
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22830
Mr Stefano Monti
Nuclear
Power
Technology
Development Section
Division of Nuclear Power
Department of Nuclear Energy
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22812
Email address of the Scientific
Secretariat:
NPPsafety2017@iaea.org
Administration and organization:
Ms Karen Morrison
Conference Services Section
Division
of
Conference
and
Document Services
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Electronic submission
of abstract, including
submission of Forms
A and B, through
official channels
31 October 2016
Submission of Grant
Application Form
(Form C) and
Participation Form
(Form A) through
official channels
1 October 2016
Notification of
acceptance of paper
27 January 2017
Electronic submission
of contributed paper
as PDF and Word
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- Licensing of passive systems, as well as of digital instrumentation and control
systems, including a consideration of design extension conditions
- Licensing of small and medium sized or modular reactors, including
considerations for remote installations and multiple unit operation

Department of Management
IAEA-CN-251
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21317
Email: K.Morrison@iaea.org

files
15 April 2017

Scientific Secretaries:
Mr Eduardo Zubizarreta
Applied Radiation Biology and
Radiotherapy Section
Division of Human Health
Department of Nuclear Sciences
and Applications
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21669
Mr Ahmed Meghzifene
Dosimetry and Medical Radiation
Physics Section
Division of Human Health
Department of Nuclear Sciences
and Applications
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21653
Email address of the Scientific
Secretaries: icaro2@iaea.org

Electronic submission
of extended
synopsis, including
submission of Forms
A and B through
official channels:
31 October 2016

Safety reinforcement of existing installations
- Implications of the Vienna Declaration on Nuclear Safety for existing NPPs
- Periodic safety reviews
- Definition and use of safety goals
- Backfitting measures, particularly for coping with severe accidents
- Use of non-permanent equipment for accident conditions

Conference
ID: 50816 (CN-251)
International Conference on
Advances in Radiation
Oncology (ICARO2)

Conference
ID: 50815 (CN-250)

The conference is aimed at defining the current role and future potential of
technological, medical physics and molecular/biological innovations for their
incorporation into routine clinical practice in radiation oncology. It will also
provide a forum where advances in technology, best practices and quality
assurance methodologies can be disseminated and scientific knowledge
exchanged. The conference will have the following specific objectives:
To review the current role and future potential of technological, medical
physics and molecular/biological innovations for clinical use in radiation oncology
To explore the applications of improved imaging tools in treatment
planning
To review the current status of evidence based recommendations for
the treatment of common cancers
To review the latest developments in medical dosimetry and dose
auditing procedures for new radiotherapy techniques
To review the current status of comprehensive audits in radiotherapy
To review resource sparing approaches in clinical radiotherapy practice
To exchange information on the current advances and implementation
challenges in the field among leading experts
To define future challenges and directions in the clinical use of
radiotherapy

20–23
June 2017

Vienna,
Austria

Administration and organization:
Ms Martina Khaelss
Conference Services Section
Division
of
Conference
and
Document Services
Department of Management
IAEA-CN-250
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21315
Email: M.Khaelss@iaea.org

Submission of Grant
Application Form
(Form C) and
Participation Form
(Form A) through
official channels:
31 October 2016
Notification of
acceptance of paper:
15 January 2017

 : Pour les inscriptions à ces conférences internationales, consulter les liens dédiés (dans la première colonne). Pour plus d’annonces de conférences, consulter le site de l’AIEA au lien
suivant : http://www-pub.iaea.org/iaeameetings/.
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Besoins prévisionnels d’experts à titre gracieux (Cost Free Experts) à l’AIEA ( 2013 – 2015)

Position

Département

Division

Management (MT)

O/DDG-MT

Management (MT)
Management (MT)

MTIT
MTIT

Business Solutions Section (BSS)
Infrastructure Services Section (ISS)

Senior Nuclear Engineer

Nuclear Energy (NE)

NENP

Groupe des Infrastructures intégrées (INIG)

Nuclear Engineer

Nuclear Energy (NE)

NENP

Projet international INPRO

Environmental Remediation Specialist
Energy Analyst

Nuclear Energy (NE)
Nuclear Energy (NE)

NEFW
O/DDG-NE

Waste and Technology Section (WTS)

Knowledge Management Specialist

Nuclear Energy (NE)

O/DDG-NE

Nuclear Knowledge Management Section (NKM)

P4

Senior Safety Officer
Senior Safety Officer
Senior Safety Officer
Safety Officer
Radition Safety Specialist

Nuclear security and safety (NS)
Nuclear security and safety (NS)
Nuclear security and safety (NS)
Nuclear security and safety (NS)
Nuclear security and safety (NS)

NSNI
NSNI
NSNI
NSNI
NSRW

P5
P5
P5
P4
P4

VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC

Radition Safety Specialist

Nuclear security and safety (NS)

NSRW

Regulatory Activities Section (RAS)
Safety Assessment Section (SAS)
Research Reactor Safety Section (RRSS)
International Seismic Safety Center (ISSC)
Radiation Safety and Monitoring Section (RSM)
Regulatory Infrastructure and Transport Safety
Section (RIT)

P4

VIC

Senior Physical and Technical Security
Specialist
Application Security Engineer
IT Systems Engineer

Section/groupe

Grade

Durée du contrat

Lieu

P4

18 mois

VIC

P3
P3
P4 or
P5
P4 or
P5

1 à 2 ans
1 à 2 ans

VIC
VIC

3 ans

VIC

3 ans

VIC
VIC
VIC
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1 an (extension
possible)

VIC
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Référence

TALNSNI20161005001

TALNSNI20161014001
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Offres de consultances à l’AIEA
Direction

Intitulé du
poste

Descriptif/Rôle

Consultant Regulatory
Activities
(NSNI/RAS)

Prepare training safety packages based on the relevant
IAEA safety standards for the development of regulatory
framework (e.g. regulations, regulatory requirements,
guides, etc.) and associated oversight activities of licensees'
programmes during the early stages of the implementation
of a nuclear power programme.
• Revise the content of the question-sets of the IAEA selfassessment tool IRIS, based on the approach used for the
revision of the SARIS question-sets.
• Draft technical content for the regulatory authorization
process handbook for embarking countries and collect
technical inputs needed for the development of training
material and associated tools
• Draft technical content for the TECDOC on Processes and
methods for collecting, analyzing and sharing regulatory
• Provide advice and implement enhancement of RegNet
to ensure timeliness and relevance of the technical content
for the Member States in the areas of regulatory safety
infrastructure.

Consultant Safety of
Nuclear Fuel
Cycle
Facilities,
NSNI/RRSS


Develop technical contents of an IAEA safety
report on safety of nuclear fuel cycle facilities.

Prepare a report on the Member States'
needs based on analysis of issues and trends on
safety of nuclear fuel cycle facilities, and prepare
plan for activities to address these needs.

Review events reported to the incident
reporting system of nuclear fuel cycle facilities and
draft a report on the lessons learned from these
events.

Prepare a draft scientific programme, lectures
on safety topics, and proceedings of workshops on
operational radiation protection and regulatory
supervision of nuclear fuel cycle facilities

Section

Département
Division of
Nuclear
Installation
Safety

Department of
Nuclear Safety and
Security

Contrat

daily fee
of up to a
maximum
of € 300,

Duration in
Months:
12
Contract
Type:
Special
Service
Agreement
- SSA

daily fee
of up to a
maximum
of € 300,

Duration in
Months: 6
Contract
Type:
Special
Service
Agreement
- SS

Date limite
de
candidature

Regulatory
Activities
Section

Department of
Nuclear Safety and
Security

Division of
Nuclear
Installation
Safety

Grade

Research
Reactor
Safety
Section

Schwarzenbergplatz 16 – 1010 VIENNE – Autriche - contact : nicolas.fremy@cea.fr www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org

Closing
Date: 201610-25,
11:59:00
PM

Closing
Date: 201611-03,
12:59:00
AM
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Postes vacants à l’AIEA

Référence

Intitulé du
poste

2016/0650
(156844)

Medical
Entomologist

Descriptif/Rôle
The Medical Entomologist will:
• provide technical and strategic advice and services to FAO and IAEA
Member States through feasibility studies, economic assessments, the
design and technical support to the development, implementation
and appraisal of pilot and operational area-wide field projects aimed
at the sustainable and environmentally friendly management of major
disease vectors affecting humans in Member States. This also involves
undertaking field missions, selecting and briefing consultants and
experts developing and evaluating detailed work plans, monitoring
technical progress and identifying problems and obstacles that may
prevent or delay advancement towards the identified project
objectives and generating practical (entomological, engineering
and/or management) solutions to eliminate the obstacles.
• transfer technology and develop technical capacity in Member
States by organizing and lecturing at training courses, workshops and
other national, regional and international meetings.
• contribute to policy development, priority setting and other
normative and regulatory activities in the field of human disease
vectors, through the design and conduct of analytical studies and
benefit-cost assessments, by participating in advisory committees and
task forces, and providing technical input to the policy of regional and
international bodies.
• ensure the visibility and impact of the activities of the Insect Pest
Control Section by analysing, synthesizing and disseminating data
through public information channels, newsletters, preparing and
editing technical manuals, guidelines and training materials.
• plan, manage, implement and evaluate coordinated research
projects aimed at improving the area-wide application of SIT and
other biological control methods, and publish results in relevant
scientific publications. Keep track of relevant research and technical
developments, assessing their usefulness to support and improve ongoing and future activities leading to more sustainable development
in Member States. Suggest innovative R&D approaches, in direct
conjunction with activities at the Insect Pest Control Laboratory.
• act as the focal point of all projects/activities delegated to him/her
and ensures, as a committed team player in a matrix management
environment, efficient utilisation of assigned resources and full
coordination and transparency in all activities and deliberations with
internal and external stakeholders.

Département
Nuclear
Applications

Direction
NAFA

Section
Insect Pest
Control
Section

Grade
P3

Contrat
Duration in
Months: 24
Contract
Type: Fixed
Term Extrabudgetary

Schwarzenbergplatz 16 – 1010 VIENNE – Autriche - contact : nicolas.fremy@cea.fr www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org

Date limite
de
candidature
Closing
Date
: 2016-1118,
12:59:00
AM
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Référence
2016/0649
(156840)

Intitulé du
poste
Medical
Entomologist
(Rearing
Specialist)

Descriptif/Rôle
The Medical Entomologist (Rearing Specialist) will:
• develop, adapt and validate technologies related to the control of HDVs
in the context of area-wide integrated pest management programmes that
incorporate the SIT and, in alignment with the FAO and IAEA programmes
and the identified needs of Member States, plan, monitor and transfer
these technologies to Member States.
• design, develop and validate new mass rearing tools for both larval and
adult compartments of Aedes vectors with the objective of transferring a
sustainable and affordable mass production system to Member States.
• establish precise mass production scenarios and refine production
parameters for the zika vector Aedes aegypti by adapting the existing
spreadsheet developed for medfly and Anopheles arabiensis.
• determine mechanical factors to enhance sex separation
• develop and introduce innovative R&D approaches to the development
and implementation of the SIT package for HDVs at the IPCL.
• as technical and project officer, evaluate and contribute to the
implementation of national, regional and interregional projects under the
IAEA technical cooperation programme.
• provide support and guidance to visiting scientists, fellows and
collaborators from national, regional and international research institutes
who will be hosted at the IPCL to conduct R&D in support of the SIT for
HDVs.
• provide assistance in the development of manuals, guidelines, books,
brochures, standard operating procedures on various aspects of SIT for
HDVs in the context of area-wide integrated pest management. Contribute
to annual reports, newsletters, and external and internal subprogramme
evaluations.
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Département
Nuclear
Applications

Direction
NAFA

Section
Insect Pest
Control
Laboratory

Grade
P3
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Contrat
Duration in
Months: 24
Contract
Type: Fixed
Term Extrabudgetary

Date limite
de
candidature
Closing
Date
: 2016-1118,
12:59:00
AM
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Référence

Intitulé du
poste

2016/064
8 (156841)

Geneticist
(Medical
Entomologist)

2016/064
7 (156842)

Molecular
Biologist
(Medical
Entomologist)

Descriptif/Rôle
The Geneticist (Medical Entomologist) will:
• isolate mosquito strains carrying phenotypic markers and evaluate them under
small scale in respect to their rearing efficiency and male mating
competitiveness prior to their use for the development of genetic sexing strains
for SIT applications against disease-transmitting mosquitoes.
• develop, adapt and validate HDV genetic sexing strains in the context of areawide integrated pest management programmes that incorporate the SIT against
HDVs, with special reference to disease-transmitting mosquitoes and, in
alignment with the FAO and IAEA programmes and the identified needs of
Member States, plan, monitor and transfer these technologies to Member
States.
• develop and introduce innovative R&D genetic approaches to the development
and implementation of the SIT package for HDVs at the IPCL including the
genotyping and the cytogenetic analysis of HDV strains used for SIT applications.
• act as technical officer, contribute to the implementation of national, regional
and interregional projects under the IAEA technical cooperation programme.
• provide support and guidance to visiting scientists, fellows and collaborators
from national, regional and international research institutes who will be hosted
at the IPCL to conduct R&D in support of the SIT for HDVs.
• provide assistance in the development of manuals, guidelines, books,
brochures, standard operating procedures on various aspects of SIT for HDVs in
the context of area-wide integrated pest management. Contribute to annual
reports, newsletters, and external and internal subprogramme evaluations.
The Molecular Biologist (Medical Entomologist) will:
• develop, adapt and validate HDV strains in the context of area-wide integrated
pest management programmes that incorporate the SIT against HDVs, with
special reference to disease-transmitting mosquitoes and, in alignment with the
FAO and IAEA programmes and the identified needs of Member States, plan,
monitor and transfer these technologies to Member States.
• develop and introduce innovative R&D approaches to the development and
implementation of the SIT package for HDVs at the IPCL.
• develop, adapt, and validate Wolbachia-infected Aedes mosquito strains for the
implementation, in the absence of perfect sex separation systems, of the
combined SIT/IIT (incompatible insect technique) strategy against diseasetransmitting mosquitoes in different Member States. Assess the biosafety of the
developed strains.
• contribute to the implementation of national, regional and interregional
projects under the IAEA technical cooperation programme.
• provide support and guidance to visiting scientists, fellows and collaborators
from national, regional and international research institutes who will be hosted at
the IPCL to conduct R&D in support of the SIT for HDVs.
• provide assistance in the development of manuals, guidelines, books, brochures,
standard operating procedures on various aspects of SIT for HDVs in the context
of area-wide integrated pest management, and contribute to annual reports,
newsletters, and external and internal subprogramme evaluations.
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Nuclear
Applications

NAFA

Insect Pest
Control
Laboratory

P3

Duration in
Months: 24
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Extrabudgetary

Date limite
de
candidature
Closing
Date: 201611-18,
12:59:00
AM

Nuclear
Applications

NAFA

Insect Pest
Control
Laboratory

P3

Duration
in
Months: 24
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Extrabudgetary

Closing
Date: 201611-18,
12:59:00
AM

Département

Direction

Section

Grade
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Référence
(2016/062
2 (020167)

2016/0633
(127686)

Intitulé du
poste
Technical
Programme
Coordination
Officer

Senior
Safeguards
Analyst
(Science and
Technology)

Descriptif/Rôle

Work with colleagues in the Strategic Planning Team to ensure
that the long-term and biennial programmes are coherent.

Manage the preparation of the Department's D&IS project plans
and reports.

Conduct technical reviews of MSSP task proposals and requests
under existing MSSP tasks and provide advice to senior management.

Review task status reports and meeting documents for MSSP
review meetings.

Initiate and review reports on the application of task results and
ensure their presentation to MSSPs.

Assist the Section Head in preparing for meetings of the
Safeguards Strategy and Policy sub-committee.

Manage implementation of the Support Programme Information
and Communication System (SPRICS).
The Senior Safeguards Information Analyst analyses non-proliferation and
nuclear safeguards relevant information, carrying out the following
functions:
• Leads or participates in analytical teams comprising members of the
Division of Information Management, the Division of Concepts and Planning
and the Operations Divisions. These teams focus on solving particular
science and technology problems. Conducts and coordinates multiple
analytic tasks simultaneously under time pressure, pro-actively seeks and
develops new solution to complex scientific problems;
• Produces scientific reports that incorporate in-depth analysis of relevant
information in support of the IAEA's nuclear verification mission. Uses
her/his expertise in the nuclear fuel cycle to assess the correctness and
completeness of state declarations. Special attention is paid to whether
there are indications of diversion of declared nuclear material or the
presence of undeclared nuclear material or activities.
• Contributes to the State evaluation process by determining if there are
indicators of proliferation or noncompliance with safeguards agreements.
Participates in State evaluation working groups and contributes to the
drafting of State evaluation reports.
• Trains, guides and directs other staff in the collection and analysis of
information pertinent to the nuclear fuel cycle and to proliferation
pathways.
• Leads the section in developing, selecting, testing, and implementing new
analytical concepts for the Department of Safeguards.
• Mentors the section staff on a broad range of science and technology
topics relevant to the nuclear fuel cycle.
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Département

Direction

Section

Grade

Contrat

Safeguards

Division of
Concepts and
Planning

Support
Programme
Coordinatio
n Team

P3

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regula

Safeguards

Division of
Information
Management

State
Factor
Analysis
Section

P5

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular
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Date
limite
Closing
Date:
2016-1118,
12:59:00
AM

Closing
Date:
2016-1117,
12:59:00
AM
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Référence
2016/0630
(007250)

2016/0636
(156847)

Intitulé du
poste
Senior
Safeguards
Analyst
(Nuclear
Trade)

Laboratory
Technician
(Genetic
Sexing)

Descriptif/Rôle
The Senior Safeguards Information Analyst analyses non-proliferation and
nuclear safeguards relevant information, carrying out the following
functions:
• Leads or participates in analytical teams comprising members of the
Division of Information Management, the Division of Concepts and Planning
and the Operations Divisions. These teams focus on solving particular
analytical problems and integrate diverse information sets and analytic
perspectives. Conducts and coordinates multiple analytic tasks
simultaneously under time pressure, involving different interdisciplinary
analytical teams, to a very high professional standard;
• Produces reports that incorporate in-depth analysis of relevant
information in support of the IAEA's nuclear verification mission. Compares
trade information with State-declared information, environmental sampling
results, etc. Special attention is paid to whether there are indications of
diversion of declared nuclear material or the presence of undeclared
nuclear material or activities.
• Contributes to the State evaluation process by determining if there are
indicators of proliferation or noncompliance with safeguards agreements.
Participates in State evaluation working groups and contributes to the
drafting of State evaluation reports.
• Trains, guides and directs other staff in the collection and analysis of
information pertinent to the nuclear fuel cycle and to proliferation
pathways.
• Leads developing, selecting, testing, and implementing new analytical
concepts for the Department of Safeguards.
• Works with members of the Procurement Outreach team to advance the
goals of the Procurement Outreach Programme.
Following established processes and standards, the Laboratory Technician
will:
Rear and maintain Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus mosquito laboratory
colonies (including preparation of diet, collection of eggs, putting larvae in
the trays, setting-up of rearing cages, feeding of adults, separating males
from females, and cleaning of the cages);
Perform routine screening for phenotypic markers and characterizing the
lines for the development of genetic sexing strains for Aedes aegypti and
Aedes albopictus mosquito species;
Conduct pre-defined methods to irradiate the selected lines to induce the
necessary translocations towards the development of genetic sexing strains
for Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus mosquito species.
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Département

Direction

Section

Grade

Contrat

Safeguards

Division of
Information
Management

State Factor
Analysis
Section

P5

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Nuclear
Sciences and
Applications

FAO/IAEA
Division of
Nuclear
Techniques in
Food and
Agriculture

Insect Pest
Control
Laboratory

G3

Duration
in
Months: 24
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Extrabudgetar
y
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Date
limite
Closing
Date:
2016-1117,
12:59:00
AM

Closing
Date:
2016-1108,
12:59:00
AM
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Référence
2016/0623
(018618)

2016/0624
(006233)

Intitulé du
poste
Electronics
Technician
(MT)

Plumber

Descriptif/Rôle

Maintain, repair and upgrade electronic equipment, under the
guidance and supervision of the Senior Electro-Technician.

Check the operation and condition of equipment and systems for
fault location, repairing various equipment and systems and a multitude of
other high-precision electronic components.

Monitor and co-ordinate with contracting firms, ensuring work is
carried out with or without minor interruptions.

Carry out preventative maintenance activities, including the
upgrading of technical infrastructure, as required by the laboratory
programmes.

Conduct in-house relevant workshops, maintain stocks, and
complete documentation (in case of supervisor's absence).

Assist others outside area of specialization, as needed.

Participate in the Laboratory maintenance on-call scheme.

Maintain and repair valves, dirt pans, pumps and piping for water
supply and sanitary systems.

Replace various filters in ventilation and air-conditioning systems.

Test tanks and piping for pressure and leaks.

Produce steel structures in the IAEA's workshop (arc,
oxyacetylene, and inert gas shielded arc welding).

Install new heating, ventilation and sanitary systems for the whole
laboratory in accordance with Austrian official industrial technical and safety
regulations.

Perform on-call duties (mobile phone with SMS alarmi system
during duty), wearing of a radio-pager during office hours, as requested by
the Supervisor of the Facilities Management Unit.

Maintain and replenish stock of spare parts for maintenance and
of technical gases used in the laboratory
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Département

Direction

Section

Grade

Contrat

Department of
Management

Division of
General
Services

Seibersdorf
Facility
Manageme
nt Section

G4

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Department of
Management

Division of
General
Services

Seibersdorf
Facility
Manageme
nt Section

G4

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular
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Date
limite
Closing
Date:
2016-1114,
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AM

Closing
Date:
2016-1113,
12:59:00
AM
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Référence
2016/0629
(001384)

2016/0612
(018724)

Intitulé du
poste
Records
Management
Coordination
Assistant

Associate
Finance
Officer
(Accounts
Payable)

Descriptif/Rôle

In close cooperation with the Unit Head responsible for
monitoring the implementation of the work plan and other projects of the
Unit such as maintaining and updating the work plan, adjusting priorities,
collecting statistics, and proposing SOWs and specifications following
established standards.

In close cooperation with the Unit Head implement the Agency`s
records keeping policies, procedures and guidelines, oversee activities with
special focus on the maintenance of Records Retention Schedules and File
Plans.

Coordinate records surveys and audits according to establish
standards. Ensure dissemination of information regarding established or
newly established Records Management policies and procedures, provide
user training throughout the Agency. Collect statistics on offered services on
regular basis.

Serve as contact point for ARMS and coordinate electronic records
management projects related to recordkeeping solutions, such as Livelink
Opentext or MS Sharepoint development, integration, or upgrade. Within
established standards and procedures be responsible for the maintenance of
electronic recordkeeping systems ensuring compliance and following
international professional standards such as ISO.

Provides advisory services such as one-to-one consultations to
IAEA staff on information governance, information security, contingency
planning, vital records programme.

Process active and semi-active records according to ARMS
standards and create/maintain inventories, finding aids, storage control
databases and reference requests databases for ARMS purposes in context of
the information life-cycle concept.
• Establish work priorities and coordinate the accounts payable activities in
consultation with higher-level staff to ensure that payments are processed
efficiently and timely and adequate internal controls are in place.
• Review and authorize payments within delegated limits and in compliance
with established rules and procedures.
• Review exceptional financial transactions and serve as escalation point
where necessary.
• Review and authorize all accounting entries/adjustments to be posted into
AIPS.
• Review assigned general ledger accounts regularly, and contribute to the
periodic and year-end closure activities.
• Review existing policies and procedures and recommend improvements to
higher-level staff to ensure efficiency of operations and full utilization of the
ERP system.
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Département

Direction

Section

Grade

Contrat

Department of
Management

Division of
General
Services

Archives
and
Records
Manageme
nt Section

G6

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Department of
Management

Division of
Budget and
Finance

Unit A

P2

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular
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Date
limite
Closing
Date:
2016-1113,
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AM

Closing
Date:
2016-1110,
12:59:00
AM
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Référence
2016/0603
(018658)

Intitulé du
poste
Safeguards
Information
Analyst
(Statistical
Data
Analysis)

Descriptif/Rôle
The Safeguards Information Analyst (Statistical Data Analysis) contributes
directly to the IAEA's ability to draw timely and credible safeguards
conclusions through, inter alia, the acquisition and processing of verification
measurement data, reports and declarations and through obtaining
satisfactory and timely responses to questions regarding the correctness of
State declarations and the implementation of safeguards measures. In
particular, the incumbent will:
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Département
Department of
Safeguards

Direction
Division of
Information
Management

Section
Nuclear
Fuel Cycle
Analysis
Section

Grade
P2

Contribute to the evaluation of safeguards data consisting of accounting
records and independent measurements by Non Destructive Assays (NDA)
and Destructive Assays (DA) by:
• Assessing the quality of plant operators' measurement and accounting
systems;
• Evaluating the inspectors verification measurement uncertainties;
• Deriving measurement uncertainties in the form of Relative Standard
Deviations (RSD) in support of field activities (e.g. verification sampling plans)
and material balance evaluation; and
• Providing technical recommendations to inspectors and/or plant operators
regarding the performance of their measurement systems.
Contribute to improvements in stratification and sampling procedures as well
as measurement procedures.
Contribute to the continuous improvement of methods, procedures and
software, in particular to the current re-engineering project of the section’s
information systems.
Participate in conferences, seminars and training programmes as instructor
for the Team's areas of competency.

Schwarzenbergplatz 16 – 1010 VIENNE – Autriche - contact : nicolas.fremy@cea.fr www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org

Contrat
Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Date
limite
Closing
Date:
2016-1124,
12:59:00
AM
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2016/0631
(155182)

Associate
Web and
Outreach
Coordinator

2016/0625
(020209)

Joint
Convention
Assistant

Coordinate the development and maintenance of the web-based applications
focused on occupational safety, protection of patients and dosimetry,regular
updates, further improvements and technical administration of Radiological
Protection of Patients (RPoP) Website and Occupational Radiation Protection
Networks (ORPNET) websites, social media (facebook, twitter) and web
newsletters.
• Draft user manuals and coordinate the outreach activities of newly
developed products.
• Serve as an initial contact point to follow up on queries from users of webbased applications.
• Research, draft and edit information for publication on the websites and
research, draft and edit texts and design for outreach materials such as
brochures, flyers, roll-ups etc.
• Regularly monitor and evaluate success of digital outreach, prepare
analytical reports, e.g. statistics about the number of hits, errors, etc., as
requested by the responsible technical officers and managers of individual
programmes.
• Make recommendation to Section Head on increasing interactivity with
users, including through social media and assist the Section Head with the
creation of IT networking and sharing IT platforms.
• Develop and maintain a photo database.
• Assist technical officers with defining and designing training programs,
especially e-learning activities and webinars.
Prepares accurate and up-to-date records of budgetary information related
to the Secretariat's expenditures for the Joint Convention and provides an
overview of such information for presentation at meetings of the Contracting
Parties as required. Prepares accurate and complete budget estimates for all
expenditures related to workshops to ensure sufficient availability of funds,
e.g. cost-estimates for travel and logistics
Acts as the point of contact for Contracting Parties and Member States for
enquiries related to the Joint Convention and WASSC and handles routine
queries independently. Serves as reference point for WASSC members on
procedural and administrative issues, and provides administrative support in
activities carried out jointly with the other safety standards committees in
NSRW (RASSC and TRANSSC) and the Commission on Safety Standards such
as organising and coordinating joint meeting sessions and working groups of
the Committees, drafting informal and formal correspondence, meeting
reports, and drafting minutes.
Maintains the website, ensuring it is kept up-to-date and remains informative
to users. Collates information and provides administrative support for the
development and publication of the Joint Convention Newsletter, including
the compilation of factual information. Prepares statistical information and
develops draft text to be used in booklets and information material related to
the Joint Convention, as required.
Updates and maintains a document control system and ensures that all
relevant safety documentation is uploaded in a timely manner on the WASSC
website and kept up-to-date as well as a tracking system on the status of
waste safety documents submitted for publication, including safety standards
submitted for translation. Provides summaries of such information for
dissemination to Member States and in-house.
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Department of
Nuclear Safety and
Security

Division of
Radiation,
Transport and
Waste Safety

Radiation
Safety and
Monitoring
Section

P2

Duration
in
Months: 12
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Temporary
Assistance

Closing
Date:
2016-1112,
12:59:00
AM

Department of
Nuclear Safety and
Security (NS)

Division of
Radiation,
Transport and
Waste Safety

Waste and
Environmental
Safety
Section

G5

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Closing
Date:
2016-1111,
12:59:00
AM
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2016/0627
(020213)

Radiation
Protection
Specialist

2016/0591
(016289)

Programme
Planning
Officer

• Leads the development of international safety standards and/or guidance
material related to the responsibilities of the unit to form the basis of
international activities in this area.
• Leads and coordinates the technical support for the application of safety
standards through national and regional technical cooperation projects.
• Communicates the results of Member State and IAEA activities to a wider
audience beyond higher-level management, including other Member States,
through the preparation of papers, articles and documents for publication.
• Builds and maintains strategic partnerships and alliances with a wide range
of stakeholders in Member States and other international organizations to
promote the application of international safety standards.
Advance TC partnerships with UN organizations and other relevant entities,
establish contact with senior representatives and identify partnership
opportunities for TC.
Advise and support Regional Divisions in their outreach efforts vis-a-vis
officials of UN country teams and other relevant entities.
Identify opportunities and develop innovative approaches for sustainable,
results-based programming with diverse partners around common
objectives.
Undertake empirical research and analysis of trends, socio-economic issues,
developmental and policy issues relevant to IAEA's mandate, and assess TC
programmes and projects according to partnership potential.
Assess the comparative advantages of nuclear science and technology
solutions, and link nuclear technologies and innovations to development in
order to better support Member States to achieve their national / regional
development priorities.
Translate the analysis of relevant global development issues and trends into
reports, communications, policy proposals, and position papers and ensure
their integration into the TC programme and strategy with a focus on Agenda
2030.
Promote the incorporation of TC programme trends and comparative
advantage in the application of nuclear technologies into UNDAFs, Country
Programme Frameworks and regional programmes.
Develop and/or enhance programme tools and guidelines that facilitate the
implementation and improve the quality of the TC Programme, drawing on
knowledge of best practice, development trends and opportunities,
identifying synergies and partnerships with key stakeholders and ensuring
that the such improvements are incorporated into future technical
cooperation programme requirements.
Plan, organize and provide professional support to technical and ad-hoc
expert group meetings, and to the drafting of corporate reporting.
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2016/0614
(142053)

Executive
Assistant

Correspondence and Records Management
Receive, review and screen all incoming correspondence and documents,
perform preliminary checks for accuracy and completeness, and ensure that
correspondence is routed to the appropriate officer or area for action and/or
information, retaining items which require the Director's attention, attaching
information as needed and maintaining a follow-up system.
Compile the Division's responses and reports according to corporate
communication guidelines and ensure adherence to deadlines; draft standard
and non-routine correspondence, prepare meeting minutes and type reports
and documents as required.
Ensure the Division’s records of all media are maintained, stored and
accessible according to corporate standards. As the Records Office
Coordinator (ROC), assign and coordinate Records Office responsibilities,
identify and recommend to ARMS (Archives and Records Management
Section) process improvements relating to correspondence and records
management, liaise with ARMS staff on records management issues, provide
information to colleagues on records management standards and practices,
facilitate electronic and paper file transfers and retrievals, and monitor
records management exit procedures.
Identify and recommend related process improvements, utilizing central
services and technology.
Meetings and logistics
Coordinate activities and travel — provide logistical support for the Director's
activities, such as making travel arrangements, scheduling appointments and
meetings and assembling background material required for the above
activities.
Review travel requests for accuracy and forwarding to the Administrative
Assistant. Prepare quarterly travel plans.
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Administrative activities
Maintain the Time, Attendance and Leave Management System (TALMS) for
the Division and manage overall administration of the Director's office
(procurement, supplies, equipment, and furniture requests).
Maintain, update and monitor some of the Division's costs, such as printing,
translation and publications requests.
Administer the office space arrangements of the Division and maintain
awareness of secure areas.
Provide guidance, instruction, and support to other General Service staff
throughout the Division/Office, and coordinate such assignments as office
coverage.
Provide required support and/or backup to staff in executive offices.
Provide backup to the Administrative Assistant
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2016/0619
(020129)

Safeguards
Information
Assistant
(Nucl.
Material
Accounting)

Process State declared information by receiving, uploading, analyzing and
performing quality control and disseminating State declared
information/data.
Review and assess nuclear material accounting data, Additional Protocol and
Voluntary Reporting Scheme information.
Perform transit matching by evaluating if nuclear material movements, as
declared by trading partners, are consistent and provide the related
information services.
Assist in preparing timely routine and specifically-requested reports for the
States, Operations Divisions and State Evaluation Groups.
Draft external and internal correspondence and review the technical
correctness, content and presentation of all correspondence with regard to
the assigned area of responsibility.
Advise States and the Department on reporting and information processing
issues.
Participate in the development of training materials and in the training of
States' personnel and IAEA staff, as required.
Support the Integrated Safeguards Environment project by contributing to
the requirements specification and with the testing of new computer
applications for the handling of State supplied information.
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2016/0606
(000091)

Executive
Assistant

Correspondence and Records Management
Receive, review and screen all incoming correspondence and documents,
perform preliminary checks for accuracy and completeness, and ensure that
correspondence is routed to the appropriate officer or area for action and/or
information, retaining items which require the Director's attention, attaching
information as needed and maintaining a follow-up system.
Compile the Division's responses and reports according to corporate
communication guidelines and ensure adherence to deadlines; draft standard
and non-routine correspondence, prepare meeting minutes and type reports
and documents as required.
Ensure the Division’s records of all media are maintained, stored and
accessible according to corporate standards. As the Records Office
Coordinator (ROC), assign and coordinate Records Office responsibilities,
identify and recommend to ARMS (Archives and Records Management
Section) process improvements relating to correspondence and records
management, liaise with ARMS staff on records management issues, provide
information to colleagues on records management standards and practices,
facilitate electronic and paper file transfers and retrievals, and monitor
records management exit procedures.
Identify and recommend related process improvements, utilizing central
services and technology.
Meetings and logistics
Coordinate activities and travel — provide logistical support for the Director's
activities, such as making travel arrangements, scheduling appointments and
meetings and assembling background material required for the above
activities.
Review travel requests for accuracy and forwarding to the Administrative
Assistant. Prepare quarterly travel plans.
Administrative activities
Maintain the Time, Attendance and Leave Management System (TALMS) for
the Division and manage overall administration of the Director's office
(procurement, supplies, equipment, and furniture requests).
Maintain, update and monitor some of the Division's costs, such as printing,
translation and publications requests.
Administer the office space arrangements of the Division and maintain
awareness of secure areas.
Provide guidance, instruction, and support to other General Service staff
throughout the Division/Office, and coordinate such assignments as office
coverage.
Provide required support and/or backup to staff in executive offices.
Provide backup to the Administrative Assistant.
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2016/0610
(147672)

Programme
and Budget
Specialist
(SG)

2016/0593
(127772)

Senior Digital
Preservation
Assistant

Carries out the financial planning, tracking, monitoring and reporting of the
MOSAIC project.
Supports the project management in the management of complex projects
involving analytical, programmatic, conceptual and financial needs associated
with such projects. This involves evaluating and analysis; co-ordination and
planning with stakeholders; drafting and ensuring that timelines are kept;
cost and budget implications.
Monitors the utilization of funds. Evaluates the implementation of the
MOSAIC financial resources; investigates major deviations from predicted
results and recommends corrective action. Interacts with MTBF on financial
and budgeting issues.
Due to the complexity of the MOSAIC project, maintains the MOSAIC
financial model and, in line with OIOS recommendations, ensures that it: a)
embeds secure input controls; b) implements change controls where
modifications to the structure and content of the model are approved and
documented and c) formally documents financial variances in the model.
Carries out any special studies and analysis with respect to programme and
budget requested by management, including for the purposes of Member
State and/or the external and internal auditor briefings, and makes
appropriate recommendations on the application of the results.
Coordinates and prepares data for the Programmatic Programme
Performance exercises. Undertakes Project Management co-ordination for
MOSAIC project activities according to the results based approach including
inputs into Hyperion and AIPS.
Reviews the work of purchasing assistant for accuracy and correctness when
purchasing items related to the MOSAIC project. Also instructing the
purchasing assistant on funds related to MOSAIC.
Facilitate efforts on digital processing of INIS repository contents and
coordinate the daily work of Digital Preservation Assistants.
Participate in the analysis and implementation of leading standards and
methodologies for long-time preservation of the INIS repository content.
Provide expert advice for setting up and implementing digital preservation
projects.
Provide expert advice to INIS Members in the preparation and submission of
the full-text of their non-conventional literature (NCL) to INIS; prepare and
maintain the NCL guidelines.
Monitor end-users feedback, recommend and take appropriate action.
Monitor the long-term storage of the legacy microfiche collection.
Assist in the preparation of management and statistical reports.
Prepare Statement of Work (SOW) for contract services on digitization; carry
out technical evaluation of relevant equipment and services act as main
contact point with service suppliers, imaging hardware and software
companies.
Participate in INIS meetings and training activities as the training facilitator
on digital preservation.
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2016/0546
(014667)

Spent Fuel
Management
Specialist

2016/0545
(015318)

Uranium
Production
Specialist
(NE)

Contribute specialized knowledge and experience to the planning,
development and implementation of the IAEA's programme on spent nuclear
fuel data management, spent nuclear fuel transportation and storage in
various system/facility types, performance, operation and ageing
management of spent nuclear fuel and related systems/facilities.
Plan and lead moderately complex Technical Meetings on spent nuclear fuel
performance assessment in transportation and storage (in various
system/facility types), as well as on operation and ageing management of
spent nuclear fuel and related systems/facilities, including proposing their
subject, preparing their scope, selecting participants and coordinating the
preparation of reports and documents.
Contribute to the planning and implementation of review missions on spent
nuclear fuel management or training activities, preparatory meetings and
follow-up visits; provide technical input for preparation of mission reports.
Evaluate moderately complex TC projects, develop action plans and plan,
organize and participate in seminars, workshops, expert missions and training
courses.
Promote, coordinate and evaluate moderately complex CRPs in Member
States and conduct moderately complex studies and assessments related to
issues and trends.
Develop international recommendations and guidance on spent nuclear fuel
performance assessment in transportation and storage (in various
system/facility types), as well as on operation and ageing management of
spent nuclear fuel and related systems/facilities, with a view to addressing
Member States' specific needs.
Contribute specialized knowledge and experience to the planning,
development and implementation of the IAEA's programme on uranium
and/or thorium mining and processing (from milling to conversion), including
management of technical information about facilities of the front-end of the
nuclear fuel cycle, related environmental protection issues and nuclear
materials transportation.
Plan and lead moderately complex Technical Meetings on uranium and/or
thorium mining and processing (from milling to conversion), including
proposing their subject, preparing their scope, selecting participants and
coordinating the preparation of reports and documents.
Plan and lead moderately complex or sensitive training activities, preparatory
and follow-up meetings on uranium and/or thorium mining and processing
(from milling to conversion), including related environmental protection
issues and nuclear materials transportation; provide technical input to the
preparation of on-site review mission.
Develop international recommendations and guidance on uranium and/or
thorium mining and processing, with a view to addressing Member States'
specific needs.
Evaluate TC projects, develop action plans and plan, organize and participate
in seminars, workshops, expert missions and training courses.
Promote, coordinate and evaluate moderately complex CRPs in Member
States and conduct moderately complex studies and assessments related to
uranium and/or thorium mining and processing.
Manage technical information about facilities of the front-end of the nuclear
fuel cycle.
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2016/0605
(001577)

Team
Assistant

Correspondence and Records Management
Draft standard correspondence according to corporate communication
guidelines. Format letters, reports, technical documents, manuscripts,
newsletters and other material in accordance with standard operating
procedures. On the basis of general instructions, search office files and
records and select information for use by the supervisor(s) in preparing
correspondence, reports, project or programme plans.
Prepare graphs, charts and other visual aids for use by the supervisor(s) or
experts in seminars, meetings, workshops and presentations. May prepare
and format documents for Internet publication.
Responsible for the work unit's Records Office in terms of: maintaining file
lists, finding aids, paper and electronic files according to corporate standards,
liaising with ARMS (Archives and Records Management Section) staff on
records management issues, providing information to colleagues on records
management standards and practices, facilitating paper file transfers and
retrievals, and ensuring the proper handling of records of separating staff
members.
Meetings and logistics
Make arrangements for internal/external meetings, seminars and other
events. This may require such activities as the implementation of logistics,
preparation of invitation letters and the typing, compilation and distribution
of working documents and other material. Take and prepare minutes and/or
notes of internal meetings.
Make travel and hotel arrangements, prepare travel authorizations/claims for
the supervisor(s) and/or participants and compile, calculate and prepare cost
estimates.
Administrative activities
Input, retrieve and assemble information into/from databases using
commercial or IAEA specific software applications.
May calculate and prepare standard limited components of the programme
and budget (e.g. printing requirements, consultancies) and the financial plan
for the Unit/Section and may keep track of the financial budget/expenditure
of the Unit/Section.
Update and maintain information databases, such as mailing lists, document
tracking systems and management reporting systems on the status and
completion of work plans.
On behalf of the supervisor, may distribute work among the other support
staff of the Section, explaining work methods, assisting with routine
problems and checking work in progress to ensure compliance with
administrative rules and regulations.
Provide required support and/or backup to staff in executive offices.
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2016/0607
(018460)

RANET
Officer

(2016/059
7 (001494)

Records
Assistant

Coordinate RANET and other related IAEA activities (in relation to the
Assistance Convention).
Maintain (review and revise) the RANET publication (EPR-RANET), focusing on
consistency with existing IEC policy and harmonization of assistance
capabilities and arrangements.
Maintain the RANET Registry and ensure it is kept up to date.
Review RANET national assistance capabilities including thorough preparing
for and leading RANET review missions focused on the harmonization of
assistance capabilities.
Prepare, conduct and evaluate RANET workshops and exercises.
Prepare, conduct and evaluate training to Member States on the
implementation of compatibility arrangements to help enhance the
harmonization of national assistance capabilities in states providing
assistance and the response capabilities in states receiving assistance so that
the assistance may be rendered effectively.
Manage projects such as information technology developments designed to
facilitate RANET and the international assistance mechanism.
Support the preparation, conduct, and follow-up of the biennial meeting of
competent authorities (identified under the Early Notification and Assistance
Conventions).
Strengthen internal partnerships and knowledge capabilities to support the
IEC objective of building and maintaining in-house preparedness to respond
to incidents and emergencies.
Provide support and relevant expertise for the Incident and Emergency
System in the capacity of the on-call officer and participate in associated
training and exercises.
Distribute incoming, outgoing and internal official correspondence in
hardcopy and electronic formats and distribute classification stamps.
Digitise Agency’s official records in accordance with established procedures
set forth in the IAEA's Administrative Manual and Record Keeping Policy.
Digitisation tasks include: sorting and distributing all incoming paper
correspondence to Records Assistants; preparing and scanning
correspondence; performing quality control measures on digitised
correspondence; and out-charging records that have been digitised.
Digitise classified records following the procedures of handling such as set
forth in the Agency’s Information Security Policy and Procedures including:
copying records for distribution; delivering original incoming correspondence
against signature to responsible officers; retrieving outgoing correspondence
for dispatch; and performing quality control measures on outgoing
correspondence.
Act as backup in order to receive and distribute incoming and outgoing fax
messages in the most efficient and cost effective way, as well as ensure
appropriate distribution and follow up.
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2016/0602
(153816)

Associate
Recruitment
Officer

2016/0560
(014997)

Equipment
Information
Officer

2016/0596
(018462)

Emergency
Preparedness
Officer (IEC)

In close coordination with the Recruitment Officers:
Pre-screen a high volume of candidates for several vacancies, with particular
focus on gender and diversity distribution;
Prepare shortlists, deploy appropriate testing tools and assessment methods;
Identify suitable candidates in the Agency’s on-line recruitment platform
(TALEO) for nuclear, and non-nuclear positions;
Create and maintain search guidelines to facilitate the identification of
specific technical skills for suitable candidates;
Implement special recruitment exercises and campaigns to facilitate timely
recruitment and assist in the technical and psychometric assessments of
candidates;
Keep track of multiple recruitment processes and customers’ requests
related to workforce requirements to ensure that timelines are met;
Contribute to process improvement projects within the Recruitment Unit and
the review of policies and procedures by making comments/observations and
recommendations.
Ensure the ongoing maintenance and continuous improvement of the
Divisional documentation system, including administration of the related IT
tools.
Prepare, review, edit and revise instrumentation and management
procedures and other types of documents, conduct usability reviews, and
make required adjustments in coordination with managers, end-users and IT
support staff. Coordinate systematic document reviews according to
established QMS rules.
Provide support for records management and instrument documentation
required for the development and authorization of instruments for
inspection use. Design and maintain interactive PDF forms.
Manage divisional information security, information management systems
and related assignment of access rights.
Support departmental QMS activities and Divisional QMS coordination,
including quality audits, ongoing process improvements, and processing of
preventive and corrective actions.
Asses user needs and design solutions regarding SG Portal content, including
site design, list/library configuration, and maintenance.
• Develop Safety Standards, guidelines and technical tools in preparedness
and response to nuclear and radiological incidents and emergencies.
• Provide for the application of these standards, guidelines and technical
tools by conducting training courses, workshops, exercises and networking
activities.
• Contribute to the continuous improvement of activities aimed at
application of standards by developing, implementing and maintaining
different tools to assess and streamline efficiency of those activities.
• Provide technical inputs and background information required for the
organization of training courses, workshops and exercises, such as training
materials, exercise scenarios, etc.
• Organize and implement peer review and advisory missions in emergency
preparedness and response.
• Provide technical inputs and background information required for the
design, implementation and follow up of projects on emergency
preparedness and response.
• Provide support and relevant expertise for the Incident and Emergency
System (IES) and participate in associated training and exercises.
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2016/0595
(152771)

Safeguards
Remote
Monitoring
Equipment
Engineer

2016/0585
(154548)

Nuclear
Support
Systems
Analyst

Maintain remote monitoring software to improve communications and data
transfers from specialized safeguards equipment at remote facilities.
Analyse the requirements for software systems and custom applications for
monitoring and state of health (SoH) analysis.
Run checks on the availability of Safeguards remote monitoring data
repositories on a 24/7 basis and provide assistance so that the system meets
performance criteria.
Provide user support to Operations Divisions, including the provision of field
support during inspections and instruction on the use of instruments,
methods and techniques, and writing system operations procedures.
Support the Nuclear Support Systems Coordinator in the establishment and
maintenance of the Information Technology Infrastructure for the
Department of Nuclear Energy;
Provide programming necessary for the development and maintenance of NE
IT applications;
Ensure that all IT Governance requirements and applicable international
standards are applied in the conduct of development and maintenance
projects;
Develop the information and procedures needed to establish MTIT-compliant
systems within the NE Department;
Develop and support projects to update or replace existing legacy
applications with newer technology, including migration of applications to
SharePoint;
Provide support for the ongoing use, configuration, and implementation of
best practices for migration of NE applications to SharePoint;
Provide training and assistance to department staff on the proper use of
Agency IT systems and on the proper application and compliance with
Agency IT Governance requirements for IT projects.
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2016/0589
(008589)

Executive
Assistant

Correspondence and Records Management
Receive, review and screen all incoming correspondence and documents,
perform preliminary checks for accuracy and completeness, and ensure that
correspondence is routed to the appropriate officer or area for action and/or
information, retaining items which require the Director's attention, attaching
information as needed and maintaining a follow-up system.
Compile the Division's responses and reports according to corporate
communication guidelines and ensure adherence to deadlines; draft standard
and non-routine correspondence, prepare meeting minutes and type reports
and documents as required.
Ensure the Division’s records of all media are maintained, stored and
accessible according to corporate standards. As the Records Office
Coordinator (ROC), assign and coordinate Records Office responsibilities,
identify and recommend to ARMS (Archives and Records Management
Section) process improvements relating to correspondence and records
management, liaise with ARMS staff on records management issues, provide
information to colleagues on records management standards and practices,
facilitate electronic and paper file transfers and retrievals, and monitor
records management exit procedures.
Identify and recommend related process improvements, utilizing central
services and technology.
Meetings and logistics
Coordinate activities and travel — provide logistical support for the Director's
activities, such as making travel arrangements, scheduling appointments and
meetings and assembling background material required for the above
activities.
Review travel requests for accuracy and forwarding to the Administrative
Assistant. Prepare quarterly travel plans.
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Administrative activities
Maintain the Time, Attendance and Leave Management System (TALMS) for
the Division and manage overall administration of the Director's office
(procurement, supplies, equipment, and furniture requests).
Maintain, update and monitor some of the Division's costs, such as printing,
translation and publications requests.
Administer the office space arrangements of the Division and maintain
awareness of secure areas.
Provide guidance, instruction, and support to other General Service staff
throughout the Division/Office, and coordinate such assignments as office
coverage.
Provide required support and/or backup to staff in executive offices.
Provide backup to the Administrative Assistant.
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2016/0556
(127649)

Programme
and Budget
Officer

2016/0584
(127671)

Dosimetrist
(Calibrations)

Provide guidance and support to programme managers on the programme
and budget process, from planning to implementation and reporting, to
promote efficient and effective use of resources and ensure that policies,
rules and regulations are fully understood and correctly applied.
Support preparation of the IAEA's programme and budget proposal using the
results based management approach for submission and presentation to
Member States. Coordinate regular monitoring of the programme and
budget from planning to implementation and reporting.
Within the context of IAEA's Strategic Guidelines on Partnership and
Resource Mobilization, develop a comprehensive approach by assessing the
existing framework to identify gaps and harmonized practices, propose
improvements to existing corporate operational guidelines and processes,
while developing practical tools and templates. Integrate related activities in
programme and budget planning and reporting, and support training for new
practices and tools.
Acting as the Secretary to the Partnership and resource Mobilization Advisory
Committee, ensure practices stay within the Agencys financial legislative
framework and establish a monitoring system for compliance with existing
policies and procedures and to enable reporting of related activities.
Develop and implement a structured due diligence process as part of partner
and donor selection using relevant and appropriate criteria including
consideration of risk factors, stewardship and technical capacity as well as
partner credibility and reputation.
Participate in continuous process improvement by proposing, drafting and
implementing budget policy, guidance papers and process changes.
Contribute to continuous improvements to the use of IT applications in
support of budget preparation and implementation leveraging on the IAEA's
enterprise resource planning system AIPS (Agency-wide Information System
for Programme Support).
• Contribute to the implementation of DOL dosimetry calibration services
and inter-laboratory comparisons by performing calibrations of ionization
chambers and dosimetry systems, data processing, reviewing and analysing,
and the preparation of dosimetry calibration certificates and reports.
• Interact with counterpart laboratories participating in the IAEA dosimetry
calibration services and inter-laboratory comparisons.
• Contribute to the DOL developmental work by proposing new technical
solutions and improvements and by formulating suggestions for
development of DOL calibrations and electronic data analysis tools.
• Participate in the implementation of the DOL quality management system
(QMS); provide input for review and update of calibration procedures in the
DOL QMS; execute quality control procedures for DOL secondary standard
dosimetry system; conduct dosimetry measurements and analyse results;
identify deviations and possible causes and trends, and suggest
improvements in DOL operating procedures including equipment quality
control.
• Provide training to fellows and conduct scientific visits.
• Participate in the implementation of DOL radiation protection and safety
activities.
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Department of
Management

Division of
Budget and
Finance

Programme and
Budget Section

P4

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Closing
Date:
2016-1105,
12:59:00
AM

Department of
Nuclear Sciences
and Applications

Division of
Human Health

Dosimetry and
Medical
Radiation
Physics Section

P2

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Closing
Date:
2016-1105,
12:59:00
AM
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PIP_102

Pipeline Conference
Clerks

Assisting in the set-up of meeting rooms and/or exhibition/poster
sessions before each meeting as instructed by the conference
organizer to ensure the timely start and smooth running of
meetings.
Assisting the conference organizer and/or the technical
officer/scientific secretary during meetings, including setting up
computer for PowerPoint presentations providing logistical
assistance to participants and photocopying.
Making arrangement to clear the venue(s) after the meetings of
any documentation, panel boards, name plates, materials used at
the meetings and ensure their storage or disposal/recycling as
appropriate.
Performing other meeting-related duties as assigned
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Department of
Management

Division of
Human
Resources

Conference
Services
Section

PIP

Closing Date:
2017-01-17,
12:59:00 AM

Job
Posting:
2016-1018,
4:30:37
PM

Il est vous également possible, désormais, de vous abonner au flux RSS associé, afin d’être informé en temps réel des dernières offres disponibles.
 : Pour plus d’informations sur l’annonce, cliquer sur lien hypertexte dans la première colonne. Pour plus d’annonces de postes vacants à l’AIEA, consulter le site au lien suivant:
https://recruitment.iaea.org/phf/p_vacancies.asp.
Pour information, un niveau P4 exige 7 années d’expérience et rétribue à partir de 110 k$/an ; un niveau P5 exige 10 années d’expérience et rétribue à partir de 132 k$/an ; un niveau D1
exige 15 ans d’expérience et rétribue à partir de 156 k$/an.
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Prévisions de postes à pourvoir à l’AIEA au 2e semestre 2016
Offices reporting to the Director General
Senior Assistant Secretary

P5

Second half 2016

Senior Legal Officer (Nuclear and Treaty Law Section)

P5

Second half 2017

Public Information Officer/Editor (Internet) (Web, Digital
Media and Public Information Materials Section)

P4

Second half 2016

(Secretariat of the Policy-making Organs)

Department of Management
Section Head (Conference Services Section)

P4

Second half 2017

Reviser (Arabic) (Arabic Translation Section)

P4

First half 2017

Section Head (Chinese Translation Section)

P5

Second half 2017

Unit Head (Recruitment Unit) (Recruitment and Staff
Development Section)

P4

First half 2017

Unit Head (IT Infrastructure) (Enterprise Systems Unit)

P4

Second half 2016

IT Systems Engineer (Infrastructure Services Section)

P3

Second half 2017

Department of Nuclear Sciences and Applications
Section Head (Dosimetry and Medical Radiation Physics
Section)

P5

Second half 2016

Nutrition Specialist (Nutritional and Health-Related
Environmental Studies Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Radiopharmaceutical Scientist (Radioisotope Products and
Radiation Technology Section)

P4

Second half 2016
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Unit Head (Atomic and Molecular Data Unit) (Nuclear Data
Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Fusion and Plasma Physicist (Physics Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Nuclear Instrumentation Physicist (Physics Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Gamma Spectrometry Specialist

P3

Second half 2016

Department of Safeguards
Management Advisor (Section for Coordination,
Communication and Security)

P5

Second half 2016

Safeguards Officer (Section for Coordination,
Communication and Security)

P4

Second half 2017

Department of Nuclear Energy
Programme Officer (Office of the Deputy Director General)

P3

Second half 2016

Knowledge Management Specialist (Nuclear Knowledge
Management Section)

P3

Second half 2016

Technical Head (Plant Life Management/Long Term
Operation) (Nuclear Power Engineering Section)

P5

Second half 2016

Nuclear Engineer (PRIS) (Nuclear Power Engineering
Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Nuclear Engineer (Spent Fuel Management) (Nuclear Fuel
Cycle and Materials Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Nuclear Technology Specialist (Nuclear Fuel Cycle and
Materials Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Department of nuclear Safety and Security
Departmental Administrative Officer (Office of the Deputy
Director General)

P4

Second half 2016

Incident Reporting Officer (Incident and Emergency Centre)

P3

Second half 2016
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Standards Specialist (Safety and Security Coordination
Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Communication Adviser (Safety and Security Coordination
Section)

P5

First half 2017

Senior Nuclear Security Officer (Nuclear Security of
Materials outside of Regulatory Control Section)

P5

Second half 2016

Nuclear Safety Officer (Safety Assessment Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Senior Nuclear Safety Officer (2 positions) (Department of
Nuclear Safety and Security)

P5

First half 2016/ Second half 2017

Section Head (Regulatory Infrastructure and Transport
Safety Section)

P5

Second half 2016

Regulatory Standards Specialist (Radiation Safety and
Monitoring Section)

P5

Second half 2016

Waste Safety Specialist (Radioactive Waste and Spent Fuel
Management Unit)

P4

Second half 2016

Unit Head (Assessment & Management of Environment
Releases Unit) (Waste and Environmental Safety Section)

P5

Second half 2016
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Appels d’offre de l’AIEA (site officiel de l’United Nations Global Marketplace)

Date d’ouverture
de l’appel d’offre
08-Sep-2016

Date limite de réponse à
l’appel d’offre
24-Oct-2016 17:00

Référence

Objet

Responsable AIEA

RFP 27893-DT

Supply of Fork detectors

RFQ 28301DTE

Radiation Detection Equipment - Tan Son Nhat International Airport,
Viet Nam, Turn-key project

16-Sep-2016

David
Tesarcik
d.tesarcik@iaea.org
Tel: +43 1260021178

-

04-Nov-2016 17:00

RFP 27855DTE

Backpack-Based Radiation Detection Systems (BRD)

21-Sep-2016

David
Tesarcik
d.tesarcik@iaea.org
Tel: +43 1260021178

-

11-Nov-2016 17:00

RFQ 28610DT

Supply of Hot Cell Enclosures as per attached Specifications

12-Oct-2016

Dunja Todic - d.todic@iaea.org
, Tel: +43 2600

RFQ 28112

Security Event Management Services

17-Oct-2016

Syed
Ismail
s.shah@iaea.org
Tel: +43 01 2600 0

Dunja Todic - d.todic@iaea.org
, Tel: +43 1 26000 12600

Shah

26-Oct-2016 17:00

-

04-Nov-2016 17:00

 : Pour plus d’annonces d’appels d’offre de l’AIEA, consulter le site de l’United Nations Global Marketplace au lien suivant: https://www.ungm.org/.
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